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Tunable monoenergetic electron beams from independently controllable
laser-wakefield acceleration and injection
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We report the results of experiments on laser-wakefield acceleration in a novel two-stage gas target with
independently adjustable density and atomic-composition profiles. We were able to tailor these profiles in a
way that led to the separation of the processes of electron injection and acceleration and permitted
independent control of both. This resulted in the generation of stable, quasimonoenergetic electron beams
with central energy tunable in 50–300 MeV range. For the first time, we are able to independently control
the beam charge and energy spread over the entire tunability range.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.18.011301

PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 41.75.Jv, 52.35.Mw

Over the past several decades, the physics of laserwakefield acceleration (LWFA) has been the subject of
intense investigation [1–5]. The impetus for this interest has
been LWFA’s potentially transformative features, several
of which have been demonstrated experimentally, including an orders-of-magnitude higher acceleration gradient
(compared to conventional radio-frequency linear accelerators), monoenergicity, and femtosecond pulse duration.
Among other applications, LWFA has been integral to the
development of compact x-ray sources based on various
mechanisms, such as betatron radiation [6,7], conventional
undulator-based synchrotron radiation [8,9], and inverse
Compton scattering [10–12]. Independent control of the
electron beam parameters is one of the most significant
advances still needed in order for these applications to
become practical.
There has been recent progress towards achieving this
goal using the following approaches: (i) optical injection,
involving two independent laser pulses, one to drive the
wake and the other to inject electrons [13–17]; (ii) plasmaprofile tailoring, either by means of a machining laser pulse
[18–20] or by the introduction of obstacles into the gas flow
[21–23]; or (iii) the use of distinct media for injection and
acceleration [24–28]. While these methods have resulted in
tunable quasimonoenergetic electron beams, none of them
were able to control the energy spread and charge as the
beam was tuned in energy. This primarily arose from the
lack of independent control of both the injection and
acceleration processes.
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We report here an experimental study showing that the
injection and acceleration processes can be independently
controlled by the use of a single laser pulse focused onto a
composite gas target, created by two overlapped gas jets,
with independently adjustable gradient profiles of gas
density and atomic composition. We were able to create
profiles with three distinct regions. In the first region, the
plasma wave grew and an acceleration bucket was formed.
In the second region, ionization-assisted injection was
localized. Finally, in the third region, acceleration and
electron-bunch phase-space rotation occurred. As a result,
we were able to tune e-beam energy while having control
over both the electron charge and energy spread. The stable,
quasimonoenergetic, and tunable e beams proved to be
critical for generating quasimonoenergetic and tunable
x rays through inverse Compton scattering [12].
The experiments were performed with the DIOCLES laser
system [29] (Ti:sapphire, 805-nm central wavelength,
10-Hz repetition rate), delivering 34-fs pulses with 1.7 J
(47 TW peak power) of laser energy on target. A closedloop technique for temporal phase correction allowed for
Fourier-transform-limited pulse duration [30]. An f=14
off-axis paraboloid (1-m focal length) focused the laser
pulses to a 20-μm diameter (FWHM) focal spot with 70%
of the energy contained within the 1=e2 contour. A
deformable mirror corrected the optical aberrations of
the laser wave front resulting in a Strehl ratio of 0.9.
Gas-target profiles were formed by merging two supersonic jets. We used a 0.5-mm-long first nozzle and 0.5- or
2-mm-long second nozzle (both slits), separated by a
0.5-mm gap [see the inset in Fig. 1(a)]. The laser beam
focal point was located between the nozzles, at a height
of 2 mm above the nozzle orifices. This double-nozzle
configuration allowed us to independently tailor the profiles of both the gas density and atomic composition. Gas
density profiles were measured off-line (see Fig. 1(a) and
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FIG. 1. (a) Gas-target profiles, measured off-line by using tomography, at a height of 2 mm above the nozzle orifices. The
concentration of N2 is represented qualitatively by the colors under the curves. Roman numerals indicate different regions of the optimal
composite profile (furthest back in the background), as discussed in the main text. The inset shows the orientation of the laser pulse
propagation with respect to the gas target. (b) Examples of e-beam spectra, corresponding to these profiles. Black dashed curve: The first
nozzle alone (0.5-mm length, mixed gas, n1e ¼ 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 ). Black dotted curve: The second nozzle alone (2-mm length, helium,
n2e ¼ 1.2 × 1018 cm−3 ). Black solid curve: Composite profile from both nozzles. In the case of the 2-mm second nozzle, the densities
are the same as above; in the case of the 0.5-mm second nozzle, n1e ¼ 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 and n2e ¼ 1.5 × 1017 cm−3 .

Supplemental Material [31]). The gas used was either
pure helium or a mixture of He=N2 (99%=1%). A magnetic
spectrometer was used to characterize the energy of
the accelerated electrons (see Supplemental Material for
details).
We studied the dependence of both electron injection and
acceleration on various gas profiles, through measurements
of the resulting electron beam parameters. First, we used a
single nozzle to create a quasi-Gaussian gas density profile
[see Fig. 1(a), black dashed curve]. When a gas mixture
(He=N2 ¼ 99%=1%) at electron density n1e ¼ ð2.0–3.2Þ ×
1018 cm−3 was used, we observed e beams with a continuous energy spectrum and an energy cutoff at 100–
150 MeV [see Fig. 1(b), black dashed curve]. This result is
typical for continuous ionization-assisted injection
[25,26,32,33]. Further evidence supporting the key role
of this injection mechanism was the fact that no highenergy electrons were observed when pure helium at the
same densities was used. Also, for the densities used in this
experiment, the acceleration gradient [34] is estimated to be
∼150 MeV=mm, so the maximum electron energy gain is
consistent with the acceleration gradient and the gas profile.
Next, we studied the process of wakefield acceleration
with more complex composite profiles, obtained from the
merged flow of both nozzles. We found that only certain
optimal profiles produced quasimonoenergetic e beams. An
example optimal profile (for the 2-mm second nozzle) is
shown in Fig. 1(a), black solid curve. This profile is
comprised of three distinct regions with different gradients
in density and concentration of N2 relative to He

(represented qualitatively by the color gradient under the
curve). The spectrum of the beams (with central energy at
∼175 MeV and a FWHM energy spread of ∼30 MeV)
generated with this profile is shown in Fig. 1(b), black solid
curve. A similar profile, differing only by the shorter length
of the orifice of the second nozzle (0.5 mm), produced e
beams with a ∼70-MeV central energy and a ∼15-MeV
(FWHM) energy spread [see Fig. 1(b), black solid
curve]. When pure helium was used in both nozzles (for
all densities shown in the paper), we did not observe a
substantial amount of accelerated charge. This indicates that
the operative injection mechanism was ionization-assisted
injection and not self-injection or density-down-ramp
injection.
The observation of a dramatically decreased electron
energy spread for the optimal composite profile can be
explained by the different properties of its three distinct
regions [see Fig. 1(a)] and their effects on the various LWFA
mechanisms. Region I (x < −0.3 mm) has a densitygradient up ramp composed of mixed gas. The up ramp
allows the plasma wave to grow but leads to continuous
bubble compression, preventing injection into the
acceleration bubble (bucket) [35]. However, the density
down ramp, composed of mixed gas in region II
(−0.3mm<x<0.4mm), allows ionization-assisted injection. Region III (x > 0.4 mm) contains pure helium, so
ionization injection is again prevented but wakefield
acceleration and electron phase-space rotation are
allowed. The optimal composite profile results in narrow
energy spread e beams, because injection is restricted
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FIG. 2. (a) Typical Lanex images of the dispersed e beams for different plasma densities. Top: 0.5-mm second nozzle (the first jet
n1e ¼ 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 ). Bottom: 2-mm second nozzle (the first jet n1e ¼ 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 ). The e-beam central energy, energy spread
(FWHM), and charge as a function of electron density of (b) the second jet (the first jet n1e ¼ 2.0 × 1018 and 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 for the
0.5-mm and 2-mm second nozzles, respectively) and (c) the first jet (0.5-mm second jet n2e ¼ 2.5 × 1017 cm−3 ). (b) and (c) show data
taken from 667 experimental shots. The error bars represent the standard deviation.

exclusively to a single short region (region II). However,
the quasi-Gaussian, mixed-gas profile did not result in
narrow energy spread e beams, because the initial up
ramp, which prevents injection, was very short, and thus
injection started earlier and occurred continuously.
We next demonstrated the e-beam central energy tunability over a large range without changing the other beam
parameters, as shown in Fig. 2. We found that the optimal
profile shape was qualitatively similar to the one shown in
Fig. 1(a), regardless of the absolute densities of the two jets
or the length of the second jet (which primarily determines
the length of region III).
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the central energy increased
from 50 to 140 MeV when we tuned the density of the
second gas jet (0.5-mm nozzle) from n2e ¼ 0.15× to 2.2 ×
1018 cm−3 (for fixed density of the first jet, n1e ¼ 2.0 ×
1018 cm−3 ). The energy increased monotonically from
170 to 300 MeV when we tuned the density of the second
jet (2-mm nozzle) from n2e ¼ 1.2× to 2.2 × 1018 cm−3 (for
fixed first jet density, n1e ¼ 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 ). It is reasonable that the central energy of the e beams increases with
the plasma density and length of the second jet, since the
average accelerating field of the loaded wake Eacc ∝ n1=2
e
[36] and the electron energy gain is proportional to the
acceleration length.
The observed saturation in the increase in central energy
that was reached when the 2-mm second nozzle was
operated at n2e ¼ 2 × 1018 cm−3 [see Fig. 2(b), top panel]
shows that the acceleration length matched the dephasing

length in this case. The average density of this target profile
(ne ¼ 3.5 × 1018 cm−3 ) gives an estimated dephasing
length of ∼3 mm, which is close to the full length of
the second jet. The central energy continued to increase
in the case when the 0.5-mm second nozzle was used, since
the acceleration length was much shorter in this case, and
the dephasing limit was not reached. At the same time, the e
beam’s central energy was observed to be independent of
the first jet plasma density [see Fig. 2(c)], confirming that
acceleration occurred primarily in region III.
The beam charge (∼20 pC) remained relatively constant
as the e-beam energy increased. The charge was independent of plasma density and the length of the second jet
but depended linearly on the first jet plasma density [see
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), bottom panels]. This result confirms
that injection occurred in region II and was primarily
determined by the amount of nitrogen in that region. The e
beam’s absolute energy spread shows similar behavior—it
depends linearly on the first jet density and is independent
of that of the second jet. This is a result of an interplay
between the acceleration gradient in the injection region
(region II) and its length. The energy spread (FWHM) of
the e beams resulting from usage of the 0.5-mm second
nozzle was ∼15 MeV (or 29% and 11% for the central
energies of 50 and 140 MeV, respectively) and ∼50 MeV
for the 2-mm one (or 29% and 17% for the central energies
of 170 and 300 MeV, respectively).
The observed trends allow one to conclude that we
successfully separated injection from acceleration and can
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control the two processes independently. First, injection
(and therefore charge and energy spread) could be controlled by the mixed-gas jet from the first nozzle. Our
work differs from the works on down-ramp injection
[18,19,21–23], where only the position of injection was
tuned, which did not extend to charge and energy spread
tunability. Second, the acceleration length and gradient
(and therefore electron energy) could be controlled by the
length and density of the helium jet from the second nozzle.
The measured stability and reproducibility of the e beams
were above 75%, based on the number of shots that
produced quasimonoenergetic beams with negligible tails.
To gain insight into the injection and acceleration processes, we performed simulations in 2D slab geometry using
the OSIRIS particle-in-cell code [37]. We used a 100-μm ×
200-μm simulation box, with 0.015625-μm × 0.25-μm cell
size, and eight simulation particles in each cell initially.
The time interval between the two steps was 0.052 fs. We
utilized the moving window technique, so that a relatively
small simulation box could represent a large acceleration
distance. The laser beam was 0.8-μm wavelength, 33-fs
pulse duration, Gaussian beam mode, with a waist of
18.69 μm and a normalized vector potential of a0 ¼ 2.5,
and focused at the overlap of the two gas jets. The gas-target
profile was set to be the fitting result of the tomography
measurement [see Fig. 1(a); e densities are 3.4 × 1018 and
1.2 × 1018 cm−3 for the first and second jets, respectively],
which was approximated by the summation of superGaussian and Gaussian functions. The simulation stopped
at the exit of the second jet, where the gas density was low
enough that neither further acceleration nor phase-space
evolution was observed.
The simulations show that all accelerated electrons
originated from the ionization of nitrogen. The electrons
born from helium contributed to a low-energy background
and were not accelerated. This correlates with our experimental observations and confirms the major role of the
ionization-assisted injection. Figure 3(a) shows a quasimonoenergetic spectrum of the simulated e beam, with a
central energy of ∼200 MeV and a FWHM energy spread
of ∼50 MeV. This is in good agreement with the experimentally measured central energy (170  30 MeV) and
energy spread (50  15 MeV). Figure 3(b) shows the
dependence of the accelerated electrons final energy
on the longitudinal position where the electrons were
injected. As one can see, electrons constituting the quasimonoenergetic peak at 200 MeV were primarily injected
in the 0–0.4-mm region, which corresponds to region II of
the gas-target profile. It confirms the localization of injection
in this region. By comparing the energy spread immediately
after injection terminated (at ∼0.4 mm) to that at the end
of the acceleration, we found that phase-space rotation
decreased the absolute energy spread by a factor of 2.
In summary, by means of experiment and simulation, we
found plasma-density and atomic-composition profiles

FIG. 3. Simulation results of the injected electrons at ∼0.9 mm
after the phase-space evolution stops (only the electrons injected
in the first bucket are considered). The electrons were originally
ionized from N2 only, while those ionized from He were not
injected at all. (a) Spectrum of the electron bunch. (b) The plot of
electron energy vs injection position (where they were ionized).
The accelerated electrons were tagged and tracked throughout
the simulation to obtain this plot. The overlay shows plasma
density profiles of the first jet only (dashed curve), the second jet
only (dotted curve), and the combination (solid curve; Roman
numerals show different regions) with the same densities shown
in Fig. 1(a).

suitable for independent control of the essential LWFA
mechanisms. It resulted in the generation of quasimonoenergetic e beams with independently tunable energy,
energy spread, and charge. This degree of control will
be crucial to the application of laser wakefield accelerators
in the development of the next generation of x-ray sources.
The experiment and simulation provide new physical
insights into the injection and acceleration processes and
will result in improved performance of laser-driven electron
accelerators.
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